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Beretta CX4 Storm Carbine 9mm Semi-Automatic Rifle - Blue/Black, 16.6" Barrel, 15+1 Rounds, Synthetic, Fixed Stock
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Model:

JX49220




 



Condition:

Factory New




 



Bud's Item Number:

89737



 


UPC:
082442703176

 


MFG:


Beretta
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Retractable Picatinny rail extends from the fore-end for mounting tactical lights. Picatinny rails can be mounted on either side (one side rail included) and bottom of the fore-end for lasers or forward grips. Full length aluminum top rail is included for mounting your optics. Light and compact gun also features a unique patented design that allows the user to reverse ejection and extraction with no special tools or additional parts. Combined with the reversible safety and magazine buttons the Cx4 is the ideal solution for left handed shooters. Length-of-pull can be adjusted with the addition and removal of ½ inch spacers (one included). Single action, synthetic stock, rubber recoil pad, cross-bolt reversible safety, Ghost ring rear sight with two size apertures, post adjustable front sight adjustable for windage and elevation.

 Comes with (2x) 10+1 and 15+1 magazines 
 




  	Product Information

	Metal Finish	Blue/Black
	Caliber	9mm
	Gauge	N/A
	Barrel Length	16.6
	Overall Length	29.7 "
	Trigger	Standard
	Safety	Cross Bolt
	Capacity	15+1
	Stock Material	Synthetic
	Drop	N/A
	Ignition	N/A
	Chamber	N/A
	Stock Color	Fixed
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Ask the Community












Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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***This is a special order item which may cause a slight increase from our standard processing and shipping times.

















Description








Beretta CX4 Storm Carbine 9mm Semi-Automatic Rifle 

 	Model 
JX49220	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
89737	UPC 
082442703176
	
Manufacturer 


Beretta
 	
 



Retractable Picatinny rail extends from the fore-end for mounting tactical lights. Picatinny rails can be mounted on either side (one side rail included) and bottom of the fore-end for lasers or forward grips. Full length aluminum top rail is included for mounting your optics. Light and compact gun also features a unique patented design that allows the user to reverse ejection and extraction with no special tools or additional parts. Combined with the reversible safety and magazine buttons the Cx4 is the ideal solution for left handed shooters. Length-of-pull can be adjusted with the addition and removal of ½ inch spacers (one included). Single action, synthetic stock, rubber recoil pad, cross-bolt reversible safety, Ghost ring rear sight with two size apertures, post adjustable front sight adjustable for windage and elevation.

 Comes with (2x) 10+1 and 15+1 magazines 
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Operators Manual
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Write Review












James Y

on
01/23/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pic. A group of us brought various pcc and of the 4 straight blowback pccs there this one had the lightest recoil. Accuracy was a as good as any of the others about 3” at 50 yards with range ammo. I wish they had the 40 cal available. I would have picked one of those up too. 











Kenneth K

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All I can really say about this weapon is fun, fun, fun. If you want to have a blast shooting you got to get one of these CX4 Storms. I put a red dot on it that co-witness with the aperture sights and it is awesome. Buds has great deals and fast dependable shipping. 











Todd C

on
08/14/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun. Extremely versatile and fun to shoot. Will keep this one for a long time. 











James C

on
12/06/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Never had one failure of any type with this carbine! Hundreds of rounds fired. 











Chris J

on
04/02/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shooter. Comes heavily oiled from the factory. You'll want to clean that off before going to the range or you'll spend a while cleaning it. comes with an extra mag and the adjustment tool. 











Amaury C

on
11/12/2016




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










A few months ago I bought my first modern sport rifle, a S&W AR-15 .22, and it's a great plinker, but has spent more time getting fixed at the factory than in the range because of constant failures to load, eject or fire. I got fed up and decided to look for something else. The Beretta Storm CX4 had great reviews and everybody said that they had fired thousands of rounds without a single failure, so I ordered one. Well, today I received mine and took it to the range, where I loaded 30-round Beretta mags I had also ordered. After the first round, I got a stovetop! After that it worked relatively well. Out of 120 rounds, I got three failures to eject. Maybe it needs breaking in. Lubrication is not a problem because it arrived well lubricated from the factory. Besides that issue, I love the design, the feel, the light weight, the moderate recoil and --most of all-- the accuracy. It took me about ten minutes to adjust the iron sights in order to get five-shot groups within a couple of inches at 18 yards, and I'm not a great shot. I ordered a riser so I can mount my Accushot scope and, when I get it, I plan to test the carbine in an open range at 100 yards. I have a feeling it will do great. We'll see. 











Michael E

on
08/12/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great carbine, super service. Thanks Bud's! 











John T

on
03/13/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second CX4 Storm, the first one being in .45 caliber. The first one impressed me so much, I wanted one to go with my Model 92 pistol. These carbines are short, handy, reliable, and just fun too shoot. When I bring mine to the range, everybody wants some time on it. I could see this gun as a good home gun, it's size makes it better handling that any stocked shotgun, plus recoil is much easier on the shooter than a shotgun. It is also set up to handle optics, light and even a laser, right out of the box, with all its rails. The sights it comes with are very satisfactory too. And did I say it was fun to shoot, which will only work to your favor to be a better shooter. Buds price puts inbetween a quality 9 mm and a quality .45, so I don't think it is overpriced for what are you are getting. I recommend it. 











Pavel P

on
02/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've owned a few 9mm carbines and the CX4 has proven to be a personal favorite. Solid, accurate, reliable with all types of ammo, compact, lightweight, and it's simple/easy to disassemble for cleaning. My only complaints are that the safety feels a bit plasticy/cheap and the trigger pull is neither smooth nor light. Despite these minor issues, it's vastly superior to most pistol-caliber carbines on the market today except maybe those that cost significantly more. 











Wei D

on
09/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my favorite pistol caliber carbine so far. I have shot a full auto MP5, since then i began to look for a pistol caliber gun for home defense and range. It is more accurate and hits harder (longer barrel brings out more velocity) than a 9mm pistol, yet not as loud or flashy like a rifle (you need to consider this especially if you may need to shoot indoors for home defense, etc.). I can hit a 3 in spinner target all day long at 45 yards with only iron sights or a red dot. Also, it uses the mags of my 92A1 so it made an even more ideal home defense equipment. My pistol is in the bedside safe, so if some one breaks in and once I got the pistol and extra mags, I can manage to get the rifle and stick in the mags without struggling to find the right mag for the carbine. I can even take out the mag of my 92 and stick it into the cx4 in emergency, big plus. Almost all operations are ambidextrous, you can even put on 2 charging handle (1 on each side) and that's what I did. Now a few cons of it (but doesn't stop me from loving it), 1. Stock length. I'm 6'2 with long LOP and I felt the stock is right length for me, and it can be longer if you put on another spacer, doesn't make sense. I wish if it can be shorter so my girlfriend can handle it better. 2. trigger pull. 8.5 lbs not adjustable. Definitely not one of the best trigger I've had, maybe one of the few in the bottom. But it does get the job done, so I don't really care. I'm not gonna shoot it with anything beyond 100 yards anyway. it's a 9mm. 3. buttons position. some buttons are hard to operate without shifting your grip. and like the mag release, you need to have long thumb to reach it. This could also goes to the stock design because it reduced you grip hand movement. 4. felt recoil is not quite much less than an AR. this might because of the blow back design. It doesn't have all those fancy buffer/spring combo like what AR has. So you feel the direct kick other than the muffled and delayed recoil an AR has. This might reduce your follow up shot speed, but it is not as loud as a 223 or making the big flash as a 223, so you get the sight picture quicker. 5. barrel length is 16.25 inch. I wish if they could make it 14.5 and pin a flash hider/compensator on it. Some people clocked a faster bullet speed after they cut it down to 14.5 comparing to the factory setup. And if you look at its military counterpart - MX4, its even shorter than 14.5 inchs. 6. side and bottom rails. You need to buy the whole set of other side rail to hang the bottom rail for a foregrip, and all these are plastic, well, polymer if you insist. So it can get loose over use, and you cannot adjust it (the bottom rail). Also, if you want to get Aluminum side rails (and Beretta do sell them), you are wasting the 2 plastic side rails because they don't have a metal side/bottom rail set for sale. However, these are all no reason for me to refuse this gun, especially at it's price. Those sig MPXs are sold for 2k and above. Also, cx4 is very easy to disassemble and clean. 
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 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community












	








Q: Is the Cx4 Storm legal in Colorado, Oregon, and Washington state? 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 07/06/2019 10:26  by 
Elic L







A: 


its legal in Oregon and Colorado https://www.budsgunshop.com/catalog/feeds/state_reg/colorado_restrictions.pdf
it is legal in Washington state as long as you are over 21 https://www.budsgunshop.com/catalog/feeds/state_reg/washington_restrictions_1_.pdf


See 1 more answer | 










	








Q: I live in Florida, and therefore the 10 round limit does not apply to me. Will this model of CX4 accept any size 92 magazine? I owned a CX4 once in 9mm and loved it...so I know I want one. But I want the right one, and that's one capable of up to 30 rounds capacity. 







	
Answered 
	
Asked 05/24/2018 01:55  by 
Chris S







A: 


Hi Chris, Yes it will work. They just sale with 10 rounds due to restricted states.


See 3 more answers | 










	








Q: What is the difference between this one listed and the JX49220M? Both are same price, the descriptions are slightly different...but it looks like it is just re-arranged, but same statements. There are three CX4 Storm models listed on Beretta's website, do not see any way to tell which these are though. The listed models are 90, 8000, and PX4.







	
Answered 
	
Asked 09/19/2017 19:32  by 
Nathan O







A: 


10 round vs 15 round between these two. And the best way to get the actual model#s (90, 8000, etc.) Is to match up the UPC with Berettas website.


See 2 more answers | 
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Out of Stock Products




Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.

Close















×
View Manufacturers
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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